Report of the meeting of January 27th, 2015 in EPL Jules Rieffel St-Herblain

Present: 5 different organisations (see attendance sheet)
Chambre d'agriculture de Loire-Atlantique: represents farmers and has a training centre
CFA Laval: apprenticeship centre
CFA Jules rieffel: apprenticeship centre
SRFD ministry of agriculture: academic authority
Les Jardins de Pimba: employer (farmer)
2 ex-apprentices
Yveline Beraud and Mireille Rioual as hosts
Beginning of the meeting at 10h00
Présentation of the WorkQual project by Mireille (see WorkQual 1rst event presentation)
Presentation of the example of BPREA process (see steps in apprenticeship FR)
Discussion on how improve the process
First topic: Search for an internship
Commun opinion:
The research proves the motivation of the trainee, It is the same thing as looking for a new job.
He has to write a CV and a motivation letter (cover letter)
The trainee has to organize his own researches by holding a schedudle up to date
The school helps him by giving some companies addresses if he meets difficulties.
The employer appreciates when the trainee comes to the companies to introduce himself.
Second topic: personal support at the beginning of the internship
Two situations
For Apprenticeship: the first company internship begins before the beginning of the school
For pupils: the school begins before the first training course.
Every trainee has a internship booklet with professional referencial
There is a phone meeting after one month of work experience. In Apprenticeship there is an
appointment once a year.
Third topic: relation between the 3 actors
For the mentor It is a human experience and the important thing is to transmit a Knowledge
(knowledge to be , knowledge to do)
The meetings are very important for the mentor in the company.
Fourth topic: assessment
There is an assessment grid It has to be very easy to use and very clear
The grid is used throughout the progress
It is used to judge the know how to make and the know how to be
Fifth topic: after formation intership
The highschool has to write a report to the financier.
Pupils or Students have to write a report .
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Before the end everybody answer to the questionnaire
End of the meeting at 13h00
Lunch in the school restaurant
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